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Powel Crosley, Jr., right, and 
Joseph A. Chambers, WLW 
Technical Supervisor, “hefting”
one of the twenty hugh 100,000 
watt tubes used in the new 
500,000 watt WLW transmitter 
that is to begin its full time 
operating schedule Wednesday, 
May 2 (1934), at 9:03 P.M. With 
7-hour continuous dedicatory 
broadcast program. Eighty tubes 
in all -- costing more than 
$50,000 -- are utilized in this 
broadcasting station, the largest 
ever built.

From a publicity release by 
Barkley Schroeder, Publicity 
Director WLW -- Crosley Radio 
Corporation.
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Re: WLW 14
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Substation which 
supplies power to operate the WLW-W8XAL 
transmitters. There are two 33 Kv
transmission lines which come to the 
substation from different directions. In case of 
trouble or interruption of service on one 
circuit, the substation equipment 
automatically switches the load over to the 
other transmission circuit. This guarantees a 
minimum of interruption of service to the 
transmitters.



















Reference WLW Sequence Number 22

WLW transmitter plant at Mason, Ohio. Three large DC generators are 
shown in the basement of the 500,000 Watt Superpower transmitter wing. 
They were used to provide filament power to the twenty RCA 862, 
100,000 watt, power tubes. Each generator was rated 1500 amperes at 33 
volts. The DC generators were driven by 75 HP, 2,300 volt, 3 phase 
motors. The DC generators were paralleled for a total output of 4,500 
amperes at 33 volts.

Around 1937, the DC filament powered RCA 862’s were phased out and 
replaced with AC powered Federal 898’s. The 898’s had three filament 
strings designed for three phase power. The motor-generator sets were 
removed and an overhead bridge was hung from the basement ceiling. 
Filament transformers were then located on the bridge.

A diesel standby generator set is located in this general area today (2001).







500,000 Watt Transmitter, West End







Joseph A. “Joe”
Chambers pulls an arc 
from the base of the 
Blaw-Knox tower. Base 
impedance is 390 Ohms. 
At 50,000 watts, 
Vbase= 4,415 volts, at 
500,000 watts, Vbase = 
13,964 volts. Why was 
Joe not killed?



Circa 1934

Blaw-Knox Tower, 
Approximately 35 
feet across at 
inverted pyramid. 
Note flag pole at top. 
Pole was 
subsequently 
removed. Ball on top 
of pole analyzed for 
lightning strike 
intensity by General 
Electric Co.



WLW_SEQUENCE NUMBER 29 is one of the best 
known photographs of the WLW transmitter site. Located about 
25 miles north of Cincinnati, it serves a large portion of the U.S. 
with its 500,000 watt voice.

The spray pond circulates cooling water for the giant 
100,000 watt power tubes, of which there are twenty. The 
building in the foreground houses the giant half-million watt 
transmitter. The house, in the background, originally contained 
the WSAI station transmitter.

The inverted pyramid tower was built by Blaw-Knox in 
1933 specifically for the 500,000 watt operation. The base 
impedance of the tower is 390 Ohms and is fed with an antenna 
current of 35.7 amperes of R.F. Energy on 700 Kc.

Circa 1936





Sequence Number WLW_30 is a striking photograph 
which frames the WLW transmitter site at Mason, Ohio, about 
25 miles north of Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Shown looking across a guy  cable of the giant Blaw-
Knox inverted pyramid, 831 foot high tower. The building in 
the foreground originally contained the WSAI station 
transmitter. 

The building in the background is actually larger and 
houses the 500,000 watt transmitter of WLW. At the far left 
can be seen the electric power substation. The two 300 foot 
towers support a wire flat-top “T” antenna which can be 
switched into service from the main transmitter building.

Circa 1934





Sequence Number WLW_31. Circa 1927-1928. 
WSAI transmitter building and antenna. WLW 50,000 watt 
transmitter building being built.

The new WLW transmitter building under 
construction along side the WSAI transmitter building at 
Mason, Ohio.

This newly constructed building will house the new 
Western Electric 7A 50,000 watt transmitter. Two 300 foot 
towers support a wire “T” antenna over the WSAI building. 
These two towers were subsequently moved about 300 feet to 
the west (to the left in this photograph) over a yet to be 
constructed coupling house. The footers of this tower in front 
of the WSAI house can be seen today. The buildings seen 
here are standing today. The building to the right is a garage.





Sequence Number WLW_32, Circa 1933-1934. 
Mason, Ohio.

Engineers in charge of construction of the new 
500,000 watt transmitter for WLW, were confronted with 
many perplexing problems. One of them was the installation 
of the huge 100,000 pound audio modulation transformers. It 
became necessary to dig a large excavation outside the 
transmitter plant building in order to lower this one of two 
such giant audio transformers into place in the basement of 
the building.

These giant transformers were built by Westinghouse 
Electric and are rated at 180 kVA with a frequency response 
of from 30 to 10,000 c/s. They are oil insulated and self 
cooled.





Circa 1928.
A view of the WLW 

transmitter site at Mason, 
Ohio. This is looking to the 
west from the transmitter 
building toward the newly 
built antenna coupling house 
for the “T” antenna. One of 
two 300’ towers is shown that 
support the “T” horizontal 
antenna. The down lead from 
the center can just be seen 
connected to the coupling 
house. The transmitter is a 
Western Electric 50 kW rig 
feeding this antenna via a two 
wire open wire transmission 
line.



Circa 1928. Aerial view of WSAI Transmitter building and antenna. These towers were 
subsequently moved to the west. WLW 50,000 watt transmitter building being 
constructed in foreground. The 831 Blaw-Knox foot antenna has not yet been 
constructed. 



Circa 1942
Crosley Square Studios -
Corner of Ninth and Elm Streets, 
Cincinnati, Ohio







Circa 1935. Winter comes to the cooling pond.



Photograph dated 1-12-1942. WLW transmitter plant entrance. Suppressor Tower in left background. 
Building on right housed WSAI transmitter starting in 1928. Tower is a WWII security measure.



Circa 1928. New WLW transmitter building on left. WSAI transmitter building on right 
with one of the towers for WSAI flat top antenna in background. Tower eventually moved.



Circa 1928. South elevation of brand new WLW transmitter building.



Re: WLW_42. Circa 1928.
WLW Transmitter Site, Mason, Ohio

Source photograph is highly retouched with apparent 
superimposing of figures. It should not be relied upon unequivocally for 
historical accuracy.

A view of the Western Electric 7A transmitter installed at the 
Mason, Ohio plant, located about 25 miles north of Cincinnati. This 
original transmitter became the exciter/driver for the 500,000 watt 
amplifier later on.

When the station ran at 500,000 watts, the final RF amplifier had 
its own separate high level modulator. The modulator section of this WE 
7A transmitter was disabled and the RF output was divided and fed to the 
grids of the half-million watt final. At the same time the antenna was 
disconnected from the WE 7A rig, and re-connected to the half-million 
watt final.





Circa 1934

Look closely and you can see the 
ball at the top of the WLW 831 
foot antenna. The pole and ball 
were removed to shorten the 
antenna to 708 feet sometime in 
1936-1937. This was done to 
improve signal strength at a 
distance of approximately 100 
miles. Examination of the ball by 
G.E. suggested a maximum 
lightning stroke of 300,000 
amperes.



Some 
Crosley Broadcasting

Corporation  Celebrities



Re: WLW_44

The Toy Band

Jack Edmunds adopts true Movie style (left) in directing the dramatics, 
while Uncle Durward Kirby, announcer, gets instructions on how to be a 
lion. At the right Cousin Charlie Dameron, wearing the dunce hat, listens 
to Uncle Red Barber’s sports talk while Uncle Red holds a light bulb to 
see his script. On the floor, sits Uncle Joe Lugar with his big bass 
saxophone. The trumpeters are Uncle Doc Wildeson, left, and Uncle 
Byron Winget, the sound man, is creating the bleat of a lamb, while Uncle 
Tommy Richley gets on top of his xylophone (rear) to produce the effect 
of an elephant playing Yankee Doodle on a harmonica or something. 
Uncle Jack Saatkamp, who plays the “silent stooge” in this particular 
“drama”, is perched atop his celeste.





Boss Johnson - WLW humorist from 
middle 1930’s to 1950’sOhio Native - Lowell Thomas



Circa 1936.

The late Red Barber. 
Legendary sports announcer 
and analyst. Long time 
announcer for the Cincinnati 
Reds. In the last years of his 
life, he was a regular guest on 
National Public Radio with a 
weekly recollection of great 
sporting events and athletes.



Circa 1936. Sports broadcaster Red Barber



Undated Photograph of Ruth Lyons, star of long running “50-50 Club” program on WLW.





Reverse side of WLW Sequence Number 60



Powel 
Crosley Jr.

1886-1961

See the Cincinnati Historical 
Society Collection, 1301 

Western Avenue, Cincinnati, 
Ohio



Circa 1927. Arlington Street factory - Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Building still in place in the year - 2000



Circa 1927. Arlington Street 
Factory - Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Building still in place in the 
year - 2000. C.J.S.



Reference Sequence Number 
WLW_52

Crosley Radio Company.,

Arlington Street Factory, Circa 1927.

Inset Map is AAA 1993-1994 Edition 
showing “Ryerson Steel Co.”
occupying former Crosley Factory.



Circa 1920’s
Crosley Radio Co.

Laboratories



Circa 1920’s. Crosley Radio Co. Laboratories



Sequence Number WLW_55. 
Calendar on wall is open to January 1926. 

Some of the catalogs on the shelf above the filing 
cabinets are: Westinghouse Electric Co., Western 
Electric Co., Post Glover Co., Kinney Co., Milnor 
Co., Wyman-Gordon Co., Johnston Co. The book 
“Machinery Handbook” is on the drafting table.  
The paperback catalog “Radio Sets for ????” is 
hanging on the wall to the left of the calendar.





Circa 1934

Coaxial transmission 
line for the new 831 
foot WLW vertical 
antenna. Coax is 10 
inches in diameter, has 
a 100 Ohm surge 
impedance, and is 
about 800 foot long. 
Note periodic 
obstruction lights on 
conduit to left of RF 
coax.



Re. WLW 62

WLW Engineering field measuring equipment was used to plot 
measurements of radiated signal strength. This was especially true in the 
case where the Federal Radio Commission  of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce (forerunner of the present Federal Communications 
Commission) ordered the management of WLW to reduce the signal 
strength of the super power 500,000 watt transmitter in the vicinity of 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The Canadian government protested adjacent 
channel interference being experienced by a Canadian station.

This equipment was used to plot graphic records of signal strength 
before and after suppresser antennas were conceived, engineered and built 
by the WLW engineering staff. A brilliant job of radio engineering, as a 
pamphlet for Esterline-Angus graphic recorders described it.

This photo and the accompanying brief description of how it was done 
is the basis for a promotional pamphlet published by Esterline-Angus, 
Bulletin No. 1037, probably published between 1935 - 1937.

Inside the truck, one can see a graphic chart recorder mounted on top 
of the General Radio Standard Signal Generator.



Circa 1935

Mr. Jerry Branch 
shown with field 
strength measuring 
equipment. WLW, 
WSAI and W8XAL 
call signs are painted 
on side of truck, 
along with “The 
Crosley Radio 
Corporation”.





Re. WLW Sequence Number 63
Circa 1930’s

Powell Crosley Jr. The flyer. 
Aircraft tail data: 

Manufacturer: Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Registration Number: NR496M

Radio Station Logo: Station KHILO



Circa 1920’s.    Crosley Radio Corp. Advertising Airplane.



Circa 1920’s.     Crosley Radio Corp.  Advertising Airplane



Circa 1935

Night time 
photograph of 
WLW 831 foot 
tall Blaw-Knox  
vertical radiator 
antenna.

Photographed by 
Paul Briol



Advertising flyer enclosed in 
a letter from Mr. E. J. 
Staubitz, Radio Tower 
Division, Blaw-Knox 
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. To 
WLW, Cincinnati, Oh. 
Subject: Excerpt from 
Lowell Thomas’ Broadcast 
of March 13th, 1934 
sponsored by Sunoco. Letter 
dated May 4, 1934, Received 
by WLW on May 7, 1934, 
10:11 AM.



The End


